LEG 3.2 MOROCCO LAND VOYAGES CONTINUED:
MARRAKECH, ESSAOUIRA, THE OURIKA VALLEY,
ATLAS MOUNTIAN AND RETURN TO SPAIN
Moroccan Taxis
IT TAKES A WHILE TO MASTER THE MOROCCAN TAXI SYSTEM BUT ONCE YOU GET THE IDEA THEY
ARE A FANTASTIC PUBLIC SERVICE. TO CATCH THE TRAIN TO MARRAKECH WE MUST FIRST JUMP ON
A CHAIN OF VERY CHEAP TAXIS TO TANGIER.

SMIR TO TANGIER
From Marina Smir it is a short ride to M’Diq, costing 9 dirhams (1 euro =11dirhams) which is less than
one euro. It takes about 15 minutes and stops near the next taxi stand for a “grand taxi” to Tetouan
centre . Cost: 8 dirhams to the bus station. Here you squeeze into a “grand taxi” to Tangier. This
takes over one hour and the beautiful ride is: 30 dirhams! Next there is a short 5 minute hop to the
train station in a “petite taxi; about 5 dirhams. You seldom wait more than a minute or two for a taxi,
they fill up fast. The co-operative system stuffs a maximum of 6 passengers into usually a well worn,
recycled Mercedes. Despite the number of hops we are at Tangier station in less than one and a half
hours at about 10.30am: an amazing taxi system!
Despite all the advice about buying your tickets 2-3 days in advance for the overnight train to
Marrakech we had no problems so we quickly forked over the 350 dirhams per person for a shared 4
cabin “sleeper”. The train departs at 21.35 so we now have the whole day to explore Tangier.

TANGIER
The Tangier beach is one block walk from the train station and a great location for breakfast looking
out to the Atlantic sea and across to the old city medina/centre.

View from Panorama cafe Tangier

Tangier beach walk to medina.

Of interest to future sailors. Be great
when finished! There is nowhere safe to
tie up this season.

Tangier has outlasted many invaders.

The Hotel Continental is still beautiful after all these years.

Hotel Continental beautifully decorated.

Part of the crowded Tangier fishing port.
There is no room for sail boats.

The very busy Tangier medina.

Beautifully tiled Tangier mosque

Local Tangier women enjoy the evening
beach.

Evening beach Tangier.

OVERNIGHT TRAIN TANGIER TO MARRAKECH
The “sleeper” train left on time. She rattled and banged all night with frequent noisy stops. It was
also hot, so sleep was difficult for the light sleeper. When dawn came I was happy to watch the
sunlight play on the landscape and catch a few photos before arriving in Marrakech, on time at
8.30am.

Sunrise about 2 hours north of Morocco.

Sunrise from the overnight train to
Marrakech

Mud brick farm homes and dry wheat
growing. Did you spot the small solar
panels?

The Marrakech overnight arrives on time
after clattering away for 11 hours. I
remember the same flushing system
on the Nullabor train to Perth in 1957.

MARRAKECH
We had the luxury of no agenda and plenty of time to ramble around Marrakech. To add interest,
some sailors from Australia and UK, managed to bump into us so we had a great time exploring the
ancient chaotic medina, getting lost in the souk mazes and dining together.

Both Tangier and Marrakech has beautiful
train stations.

A STROLL TO PLACE DJEMAA EL FNA
How exciting to finally visit the ancient
city the markets which supply an eye
boggling array of colours and textures.

One of the dozens of souk alleys.

Barrow men wait for business. Only
donkeys, barrows, mopeds and motor
bikes can navigate the crowded souks

Marrakech market sweet man.

The famous night show at Djemea el Fna
the main square in Marrakech. The
entertainers are very good at
charming a coin or two out of you pocket.

Djemaa el Fna evening crowds gather in
the square.

We stumbled into a beautiful restaurant
near the square for great tagine food plus
dulcet tones from the duet.

BAHIA PALACE, THE SPICE MARKET AND BADI PALACE
Paiais Bahia beautifully decorated in the
1860’s.

Interior ceiling Bahia Palace.

UFO OVER PALACE BADI! Our next
ranmble.

The African spice market with an
incredible display.

An incredible choice of spices make
amazing Morocco recipes.

Where do you find two Tasmanians and a
mainlander together? In a Moroccan spice
market of course!

Tthe narrow souk lanes buzz with bikes carts. You have to watch out!

The storks have dozens of nests on the ancient Badi
Palace walls. They have endured; the palace has not!

The Badi Palace marble walls have been
removed but a stroll around gives you a
feeling of the extensive luxury.

Badi Palace extensive pools and baths.

Badi Palace doors-

TRIBUTE TO DON McCULLIN
My tribute to Don McCullin: a very
powerful exhibition in Badi palace.

One of Don McCullins haunting photos at Badi
Palace exhibition.

This is the unmarked door to the internationally famous Yakout
Resturant.

GETTING LOST IN A SOUK NEAR BAB YACOUT
“Deep in the heart of the medina, through the massive unmarked door of a sumptuous 200-year-old
house, visitors cross carpets strewn with rose petals to enter rooms that are almost too romantic
withhundreds of flickering candles…” Page 359 One Thousand Places to See Before you Die, Patricia
Schultz. After getting lost a volunteer “guide” appeared and after a dozen twisting alleys and lanes,
we finally found the hidden jewel! I hope to return with 6-700 dirhams to have a feast one day.

Tajine street stands offer great meal for
about 10 dirhams.

Prices are about 5-8 euros a kilo in the
Marrakesh markets.

Woman on the left firing up some tasty
grilled chicken in a cloud of smoke.

One of the many gates or “Bads” to the old Marrakech city.

After the noisy chaotic stroll through the medina, getting lost in the no tourist souk on the way to
find Yacout and nearly run down by this angry scooter, man we decided to take a relaxing afternoon
just hanging out in the luxury Mamounia Palace Hotel gardens pool and bars.

LA MAMOUINA PALACE HOTEL A PLACID RETREAT
To find the wonderful Palace you enter the old city via Bad Jdid. These bads are one way of finding
your way. Today they are about 23 escapes from chaos with. Bad Jdid leads you to thegarden
retreat.

Beautiful bougainvilleas decorate the
palace walls.

Eye popping in both directions. It is hard to capture the whole scene
stretching off into the distance.

Incredible beauty covers the walls of
Mamounia Palace.

Some great surprises in the lush gardens.

The beautiful pool is overlooked by
Churchill’s room. It also serves cold
Casablanca beer!

Yes you can get a cold one...at a price! Happy to share with the
sparrows!

Part of the garden Pavilion Restaurant
Momouina Palace.

Luxurious and beautiful rooms at every turn.

Dramatic sculpture Mamounia Palace
lobby.

Camel Minature sculpture Mamounia
Palace

Self appointed Sultan. Might have to do
something about the budget.

Entrance Gate to La Mamounia Palace, an oasis of about 32 acres of
gardens and pools.

AN EASY DAY TOUR TO MAGICAL WINDY ESSAUIRA
The 7.30 am start was a bit of a push as the balmy Moroccan nights tend to keep you up late
enjoying the exotic sounds of the city. However the promise of an interesting day and two
required cups of coffee got me going. The good highway runs 178km almost due west from
Marrakech perhaps one of the reasons for the location the ancient port city. We are treated to
one extraordinary; surprise stop. Also, the van had dark tinted windows, so I was able to discreetly
snap a few people shots along the way.

Two men walking on the road to
Essaouira

The dress is still very traditional and according to tribe.

Market day to the east.

Three young women on their way to
school.

Market day I am sure is place for catching
up on the latest.

Typical landscape east of Marrakech of
wheat and sheep.

Landscape on road to Essaouira. What
are the pyramid structures?

A great surprise!
I had read about the amazing goats that climb the Argan trees, eat the nuts, digest them and then
make it possible to open and process the nuts. However I was also misinformed that this could only
be seen about 300km further south. Guess what! We crested a hill, the driver pulled over and there
in all the ancient magic; the goats were busy chewing the nuts!
Goats in argan tree eating the fruit.

Argan tree and I think this is a Berber man.

Women process the nuts to be ready to
crush and extract the valuable oil.

Grinding the nuts with an ancient, simple,
stone tool.

ESSAOUIRA
The Arabic name means “beautiful design”. Yes it was a treat to wander around the ancient city.
Once inside, unless you take a gps, it is easy to get lost in the maze of lanes. It matters not as each
turn brings a wonderful new view. When the time was running out to return to the bus it seemed
that the entrance gate had moved. This fellow below, a barrow man, sitting on an ancient cannon,
chatting on a cell phone: the incongruity greatly amused me.
Man outside an entrance gate to
Essaouira.

Beautiful colours in the souk lanes.

Wonderful ceramics and glassware with
stunning colour in Essaouria.

A great variety of delicious, spice
flavored, olives for the local shoppers.

The city is so windy almost year round I
am sure these women had to watch that
the washing did not blow away. Even
inside the city walls it was still very windy.

It is great that many of the ancient canons remain in place on the
double walled city.

A few craggy rocks and a small island is
all the natural protection from the wild
Atlantic wind and waves.

Over twenty canons still in place on this
wall and another half dozen on the tower.

I think this view of the double walls is
toward the original site of the ancient
watch tower.

What a great seat to enjoy an ice cream

This fellow squeezed out some strange
notes and sang while we rested with a
coffee beside the windy beach. A big
tide would soon have him underwater if
he stuck around too long.

The ancient harbour is still a very active
fishing port. You can easily get fresh fish
in Marrakech to the east!

Small boats can seek shelter here and
behind the arches an even more protected
harbor.

The Essaouira Harbor gate beautifully
designed.

ATLAS MOUTAINS AND THE OURIKA RIVER VALLEY
Early morning approach to the Atlas
foothills

Wonderful castles and vistas along the
Ourika valley approaching the Atlas
mountains.

The stunning geology provides a great
backdrop for the camels and riders.

This traditional view perhaps reminds us
that the 2000 year plus farmimg method is
sustainable. Still here, still farming and
caring for the land.

Ourika Valley terraces below a valley
hamlet.

The Ourika River valley is a haven for the Marrakech urbanites to
escape the summer heat. Cafe tables are sometimes placed right in
the river.

The bridge leads up the mountain side to two falls. Walnut, cherry trees and orange juice stands line
the path. It is a very pleasant scramble.

You can get a big glass of fresh orange
juice for less than one euro. They cut and
squeeze it right before your eyes. The
cold mountain water cools the oranges.

The Ourika river and Atlas Mountain off in
the distance.

Ourika River cafe tables.

We must now scurry back to Garr Marrakech catch the overnight train to Tangier, then taxis back to
Smir to see if Manca has missed her crew!
Officials wiling, we check out of Morocco in the morning then sail back to Spain.
Hope you enjoyed the photos. So much fun collecting them!
Marina Smir, Morocco, June 2 2014

Manca at Marina Smirn waits to return to Spain

ETURN TO SPAIN
Well I thought there would not be anything new to report. However while we saw a few dolphins on
the first crossing of the Strait of Gibraltar, this time we were entertained for over an hour near the
coastal border of Ceuta and Morocco with dozens, leaping, diving and swimming fast beside Manca.

Dolphin leaping with border of Ceuta and
Morocco in distance.

It is really hard to snap these friendly
fellows. They move so fast and you never
know from which direction! But I got lucky
with this smiling one!

The tides around The Strait are significant. More luck than planning. We got swept by the Punta
Almina and then mid-Strait the tide turned to push us east into Puerto de La Duquesa. 37 miles
under the keel very easily.
Many thanks again to Miran for his wonderful work of keeping the website running!
Good sailing!
Terry
Marina de La Duqueasa
Costa del Lots
June 4,

